Exploration Naval Petroleum Reserve Adjacent Areas
seismic and gravity surveys of naval petroleum reserve no ... - exploration of naval petroleum reserve
no. 4 and adjacent areas, northern alaska, 1944-53 seismic and gravity surveys of naval petroleum reserve no.
4 and adjoining areas, alaska by john r. woolson 1 and others abstract a program of petroleum exploration in
and adjacent to naval 1976/04/05 hr49 naval petroleum reserves production act of ... - subject:
enrolled bill h.r. 49 - naval petroleum reserves production act of 1976 sponsor - rep. melcher (d) montana st
day for action april 13, 1976 - tuesday purpose authorizes immediate petroleum production from naval
petroleum reserves 1, 2, and 3; authorizes further exploration of naval petroleum reserve 4. the national
petroleum reserve–alaska (npra) data archive - 1923 as naval petroleum reserve no. 4 (npr–4). it was one
of four u.s. regions thought to contain significant amounts of oil that were to be reserved for national crises.
geographic and geologic knowledge of the npr–4 was only superficial in 1923. earlier exploration, however, had
shown that the region contained the ingredients surveys of naval petroleum - pubs.dggsalaskagov exploration of naval petroleum reserve no. 4 and adjacent areas, northern alaska, 1944-53 seismic and gravity
surveys of naval petroleum reserve no. 4 and adjoining areas, alaska by john r. wools on^ and others abstract
a program of petroleum exploration in and adjacent to naval lcd-76-313 management of and plans for the
naval petroleum ... - management of and plans for the naval petroleum reserves department of the navy the
united states owns many billions of’ ... tody and exploration of the biggest reserve was shifted from the navy
to the department ... for naval petroleum reserve no. 4 to the de- partment of the interior on june 1, 1977. ...
well productivity related to drilling muds: umiat field ... - of test wells drilled on the umiat anticline in
u.s. naval petroleum reserve no. 4 in northern alaska. eleven wells were drilled on the umiat structure as part
of the u.s. navy's extensive exploration of the reserve during 1944-53 to determine the possibilities for oil
production. the federal geological energy - naval petroleum reserves - naval petroleum reserve no, 1 (elk
hills, calif,) contns about 1.4 billion barrels of petro leum and could readily produce 200,000 barrels per day
within a short time. naval petro leum reserve nos. 2 (buena vista, calif.) and 3 (teapot dome, wyo.) have a total
produc- for continued development of naval petroleum reserve no. 3 ... - naval petroleum reserve no. 3
in natrona county, wyoming, began in the 1920s during a time of substantial exploration and production, when
leases were issued by the interior department under the mineral leasing act.
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